Learning
01. To study specific and non-specific transfer effects by successive practice method.
02. To study the differential effect of phonemic similarity on short and long – term memory.
03. Effect of Noise on Academic Performance.

Decision Making and Problem Solving:
05. To study the speed of discrimination with the help of Stenberg’s additive factor method / memory scanning paradigm.
06. To identify strategy adopted by the individual in problem solving.
07. To demonstrate the process of concept formation.

Perception
08. Perception of time spent on doing monotonous and non-monotonous task.
09. To study the phenomenon of subliminal perception of visual stimuli.
10. To demonstrate the phenomena of perceptual defence.

Emotion and Motivation:
11. Study learned helplessness with the help of judgement of contingency.
12. Study the effect of ego-involvement on N-Achievement.
13. Physiological changes as function of arousal of emotional states.
14. Determination of level of aspiration.

BOOKS RECOMMENDED:
9. Hussain Akbar : Experiments in Psychology
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(O.B. AREA)
01. Measurement of Organizational Climate / Culture.
02. Measurement of Performance Appraisal
03. Measurement of Leadership Styles
04. Effect of Advertisement on consumer behaviour.
05. Measurement of Job Involvement.
06. Studying Work Commitment on Motivation/Job Satisfaction
07. Study of Employees Job Burnout
08. Effect of Self Efficacy on Employees Performance
09. Study of occupation Stress/Job Anxiety
10. Study of well being/Mental and Physical Health of various levels of employees.

*********

(CLINICAL / POSITIVE / SPIRITUAL PSYCHOLOGY)
1. Measurement of Forgiveness.
3. Measurement of Spiritual Health or Spiritual Well-Being.
10. Measurement of Mental health Status.

*********